Constitutive versus thermoinducible expression of heterologous proteins in Escherichia coli based on strong PR,PL promoters from phage lambda.
Constitutive and thermoinducible expression plasmids based on strong P(R),P(L) promoters from phage lambda were compared for production of TNF-alpha and its analogs under various conditions. Much higher accumulation of TNF was obtained in a constitutive system, so the wider applicability of such systems was studied. In constitutive systems, proteolytically susceptible proteins can be produced easily at low cultivation temperatures and the addition of expensive or toxic chemical inducers is not required. On the other hand, toxic proteins cannot be produced and selection pressure must be strictly maintained to ensure segregational stability of plasmids. Accumulation of TNF-alpha and various analogs at levels up to 25% of total soluble protein was repeatedly achieved, which was 2-3-fold higher than in a thermoinducible system. The stable behavior of the constitutive system in laboratory fermentors was also confirmed. We propose the constitutive system described here as a general model for many currently used expression systems containing strong but not completely repressed promoters. Such systems may be considered as constitutive ones with reduced promoter strengths, but still exhibiting all the intrinsic properties of constitutive expression systems. Although all modern expression systems are inducible, wider use of a constitutive system is evidently possible.